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INTRODUCTION
To successfully extract petroleum hydrocarbons, one must understand the geo-mechanical
structure of the zone of interest. The erratic nature of subsurface exploration has lead oil and gas
companies looking for new technology for more efficient drilling and production methods.
Dating back to the mid-19th and early 20th century, the Drilling Industry and operations have
become more advanced and technical. Though drilling has greatly improved over the centuries,
the industry lacks advancement in the automation of drilling operations. If a completely
automated and small-scale rig could be easily up-scaled and implemented into real world
situations successfully, it would change the drilling industry indefinitely. The main objective for
Operators is to drill fast, accurately and cost efficiently while maintaining their goal of zero
injuries on the job. Drilling operations have notoriously been slow to adopt new advancements
due to the industries economical cost. Autonomous drilling is currently being researched and
developed by large drilling companies. In general, an Automated Drilling Rig that is completely
independent and efficient, would greatly reduce the amount of human interaction, therefore
increasing safety and drilling rates. This increase of safety not only saves lives and prevents
injuries, but also increases a company’s ability to grow, increase profit margin, and lower costs
over time.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The objective of this project is to design and construct a safe miniature drilling system able to
autonomously optimize drilling performance. The constructed design must successfully drill
through a two-foot, unknown rock-like sample satisfying specified given constraints related to a
limited amount of electric power from the local grid, specific sized drill bit and drill string, and
bottomhole assembly limitations. The provided drill pipe will consist of approximately 3/8” OD,
.016” wall, 36” long aluminum tubing. The bottomhole assembly is limited to 18 inches in length.
No other samples will be available from DSATS for experimentation purposes. The DrillboticsTM
team may build and use their own drill string, drill bit and sample formation for testing and
demonstration purposes.
The University of Louisiana at Lafayette Drillbotics TM team’s acceptance into the Drilling
Automation Technical Section (DSATS) competition will give us permission to construct an
automated drilling rig that is more safe, efficient and reliable to perform drilling operations. Even
though the competition will be challenging, our goal is to build a rig system that is more
economically viable, efficient, safe and reliable to operate.
“DSATS’ goal was to link the surface machines with downhole machines, tools, and
measurements in drilling systems automation (DSA), thereby improving drilling safety and
efficiency.” - DSATS
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SAFETY
In the oil and gas industry, Safety is of upmost importance and must be considered in all areas of
operation and by all personnel involved. Governmental agencies such as the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) and the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement
(BSEE) administer the practice of all safety standards, procedures, and laws.
It is expected that potential hazards will be encountered during all phases of this project. Major
safety concerns relevant to our application will be addressed. Preventive action plans will be set
in place to insure the safety of team members and those observing the system’s operation. Three
main areas of safety include safety of personnel, safety of the environment, and safety of the
equipment. Since this is a miniature automated drilling rig some industry safety standards may
be ignored and will be considered when considering upscaling the prototype.

Safety of Personnel
Personal protective equipment (PPE) will be worn to minimize exposure to potential hazards.
Examples of PPE include gloves, safety glasses, steel toe boots, hearing protection, and hard hats.
Potential safety hazard examples are listed below.

- Struck by object and pinch points
As a precaution, machine guards and enclosures will be placed around all rotating devices and
moving equipment. Plexiglas will surround the areas of drilling and location around unknown
sample, to avoid discharged debris from harming personnel.

- Slips, trips, or falls
Slips, trips, or falls are generally caused from poor housekeeping, loose wires and hoses, and
spills. Our team will keep all work areas clean and well organized. We will properly fasten all wires
and hoses within the system and cover should they lay in a walkway.

- Electric shock
Electricity alone is dangerous. The systems electrical components must be wired properly during
the construction phase to avoid hazard. A lock out tag out procedure will be implemented in all
situations, during construction, maintenance, and repair. This will insure that hazardous energy
sources such as: electrical, pneumatic, and stored energy are isolated and rendered inoperable.
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- Incipient fire
During construction and fabrication phase there will be the chance of incipient fire through
electrical, chemical, and overheating ignition sources. We will attach an easily accessible fire
extinguisher to the rig which all team members will be able to operate properly.

Safety of Equipment
Proper management of equipment must be considered for safety reasons as well as preserve
costs and down time. It is crucial that our team take the proper measurements to ensure
mechanical construction and electrical wiring are completed with maximum accuracy to avoid
adversities. Sensors and alarms will be used to notify the operator in the event rig equipment
faults or malfunctions.

- Motor failure
Motor failure from overheating can become costly and possibly damage the rig. To prevent such
problems motor selection must be carefully analyzed. Before drilling operations we will also test
equipment to verify motor capacity. Sensors will also be used to monitor the temperature of the
rigs motors.

- String buckling
String buckling may occur from excessive weight on bit combined with lateral vibration. Our team
will perform lab test on the drill string to determine its critical buckling load. More details are
covered in length in our testing phase.

Safety of Environment
The environment is the source that we seek to extract, refine, and use as a source of energy.
Protection of the environment is vital to keeping oil and gas the industry leader of energy.

- Chemical spills
Our team will insure zero chemicals enter the local drainage or sewage systems. One prevention
measure will be the Plexiglas enclosure. Any and all fluids, drill cuttings, and debris will be
confined within our drilling system and circulated out of a catch basin to a waste container. Any
and all fluids not intended for reused will be properly disposed of according to current OSHA
Standards.
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- Material safety data sheets
Material Safety Data Sheets will be attached to the rig, on chemicals during storage and
transportation. As this will notify personnel to use proper handling when interacting with said
chemicals.
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DESIGN ARCHITECTURE
The mechanical design of the miniature drilling system was determined based on the given
guidelines. The rig needed to house a 12x12x24-in sample, drill with a 25HP limit with specific
drill string dimensions. The overall dimensions of the rig will be 80 inches tall, 78 inches wide,
and 36 inches deep. The framework of the drilling system will consist of 2x4-in rectangle tubing.

Derrick Structure
Our derrick design utilizes a twin mast derrick system. Structural members of the rig will be 2x4in and 2x2-in 5086 aluminum tubing and joined together by TIG welding. Aluminum tubing was
chosen because of its light weight and maximum yield strength. The two masts of the derrick will
feature guide tracks, as this will support and guide the traveling block as it travels up and down
during the drilling process. These tracks will also aid in limiting horizontal motion, in the X and Y
direction, to ensure borehole quality.

Figure 1: Rig design and derrick structure.
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Hoisting System
The hoisting system contains five main components. The drawworks, derrick, crown block,
traveling block and the drilling line. These components provide a mechanical support advantage
to raise and lower the drill-string. The drawworks will provide adequate power to raise and lower
the traveling block. The drilling-line will be spooled on the drawworks drum and is reeved through
the crown block and traveling block. As the drum of the drawworks is rotated, the traveling block
will travel up and down. The portion of drilling-line from the drum to the crown block is the “fastline”. The drilling-line enters the sheaves of the crown block and is reeved through the crown
block and traveling block pulleys multiple times for a mechanical advantage. The drilling line exits
on the last sheave of the crown block and is then anchored on the other side of the rig floor. This
last section of line is known as the “dead-line”.
For hoisting, an Electric AC Stepper Motor was selected because it is capable of making precise
speed and position controls to make adjustments and achieve optimum drilling conditions
related to the rate of penetration and weight on bit. With space being limited on the rig floor,
the electric AC drawworks system’s compact design will help to conserve rig floor space. Electric
units are unmatched in performance, safety and reliability and are designed for both cost and
operational efﬁciency with less weight, more compact, less noise and vibration. An electric AC
drawworks system will provide greater performance and is capable of higher operational speeds.
The rugged construction of the motor will ensure extended operational life and will allow you to
drill faster, in a safer and smarter manner with less time spent on maintenance of system
equipment.

Figure 2: BH series AC gear motor.

Rotary System
The rotary system of the designed, automated drilling rig will consist of an Electric AC Gear motor.
This motor will be used to rotate the drill string at any desired RPM within the expected range.
The weight of the motor used will help to add weight on bit (WOB) as needed.
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AC gear motors are durable, maintenance free and can be mounted in various positions. The
enclosed design of the motor helps to protect the unit from harsh and dusty environments. These
motors are capable of maintaining an 85% efficiency throughout the wide speed range of the
motor. AC gear motors are applicable in long operational periods and prove to lower operation
costs.

Figure 3: Brother 3-phase AC gear Motor.

Downhole Equipment
- Stabilizer
Subsurface drilling stabilizers are traditionally used in the borehole to avoid unintentional
sidetracking, excessive vibrations, and ensure the borehole quality. DSATS limits maximum length
of stabilizers to be 3.5-in. Our rig design will use a ball bearing bushing. We will use a total of
three bushing at 1.1-in in length. The placement of these stabilizers will ensure that there is
constant contact with the well bore. The idea of having a free spinning outer shell will allow for
the drill string to rotate freely without compromising the integrity of the borehole. The
placement of the stabilizers will be determined by the location of the bending moments within
the drill string using Euler’s Formula. This will tell us the load on the column just before it begins
to buckle. A stabilizer will be placed at each buckling mode along the drillstring; this is
demonstrated in Figure 5. This will give the drillstring support when in the wellbore while the
drillstings strength is unchanged.

𝑃𝑐𝑟 =

𝜋 2 𝐸𝐼
(𝐾𝐿)2

Euler’s equation.
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Figure 4: Ball bearing bushing.

Figure 5: Stabilizer placement.

- Bottomhole assembly
Connecting the drill bit to the drill string will be our bottomhole assembly. This piece of
equipment will be used to record and send data, via Bluetooth, back to the control systems. We
will machine a 4-in long cylinder with an opening in the middle for fluid to flow and an enclosed
housing section to place the vibration sensor.

Circulation System
Although a circulation system was not required in the guidelines, the circulation system of a
drilling rig is a very crucial component of the drilling process. The function of a circulation system
is to transport drilling fluids from the surface, down the drill pipe, and up the annulus. The
purpose of sending drilling fluid down hole is to clean the borehole, cool and lubricate the bit,
and maintain hydrostatic pressure within the wellbore. It is our goal to maximize the hydraulics
of our system to provide maximum possible hole cleaning.

- Design
Our fluid will be held in a 55-gallon tank that will be stationed behind the drilling system. The
fluid will be pump from the storage container using a portable electric fluid pump. This pump will
15

force the fluid through a ½ inch PVC stand pipe, through a rotary swivel that is connected
between the top drive motor and drill pipe, down the drill pipe, through the bit nozzles, and up
the annulus. A custom-made bell nipple will be placed on the top of the rock sample and held
down by the rock sample’s support system. The fluid will travel through this bell nipple and to a
used drilling fluid catch basin. The catch basin will have a series of screens that are sloped at an
angle that will separate the fluid from the cuttings. Once the fluid is cleaned, it will be pumped
back to the top of the initial reservoir to be reused. An additional screen will be place at the top
of the fluid tank for redundant cleaning.

Stand Pipe

Mud Tank

Filtration tank

Figure 6: Circulation system.

- Fluid transport considerations
Based on an experimental study, we found that a minimum annular velocity of 100 ft/min is the
general rule of thumb to provide good hole cleaning. It was calculated that a 4.6 GPM flow rate
would result in the minimum desired annular velocity. With this limit in mind, we were able to
calculate all of the friction loss throughout the system. The Bernoulli equation was used to
calculate the driving force required to move the drilling fluid from the storage tank to the swivel,
and the equation for hydraulic energy was used to calculate the hydraulic HP required to move
the fluid from drill pipe, through the bit, and up the annulus. From these calculations, it was
found that 2/5 HP would provide a flow rate of 4.6 GPM.
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Annular
Velocity
Hydraulic
Energy
Bernoulli
Equation
Reynolds
Number
Friction
Loss
Annular
Pressure
Loss
Cutting
carrying
index
Table 1: Fluid transport equations.

- Drilling Fluid
The drilling fluid that will be used in our system will be a mixture of fresh water and hydroxyethyl
cellulose (HEC). HEC is used as a viscosity thickener in oilfield operations. As we expect little to
no downhole pressures, a heavy drilling fluid is not desired. HEC can be added to water to
increase viscosity with little effect on mud weight. HEC has characteristics of thickening and
suspending, which is desired for good downhole cleaning. The formation cuttings will most likely
vary in weight, and a viscous mud will allow both light and heavy cuttings to be carried to the
surface.

Rock Containment
The base of the derrick will house the unknown rock-like sample. Plexiglas will enclose the sample
to contain cuttings or fluid as a safety precaution. One side will have a hinged door for easy access
and sample loading. Clamps will be placed on all four sides to prevent movement of the rock
sample during drilling operation.
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MEASURABLE PARAMETERS
DSATS requires some data be populated in real time. This data will be used to help control the
operations of the rig. Sensors will be placed strategically on the rig and its components to record
these measurements and more. These measurements include: torque, weight on bit (WOB),
revolutions per minute (RPM), rate of penetration (ROP), flow rate, vibrations, and temperature.

Torque
In order to drill through the rock-like sample quickly drill string torque must be carefully
monitored. There are factors governing the limiting torque, such as the material properties of
6061 T6 aluminum, the geometry of the drill pipe, and the power consumption from the drive
motor. The material properties and geometry will be used in a stress analysis to determine the
point at which the drill string fails due to torque. The drive motor’s power consumption is
considered subsequently to determine the effect this supplied motor torque has on the overall
power consumption of the rig.
The ultimate strength of aluminum is put in place of tau in order to solve for the maximum
torque. The drilling torque will be sufficiently less than this maximum torque because the weight
on bit must be considered and used in conjunction with the torque in a Von Mises stress analysis.
Torsional shear stress is defined in Equation 2 below, where tau is the torsional shear stress, T is
the torque, r is the radius of the drill pipe, and J is the polar moment of inertia. J is first using the
outer diameter, and then the inner diameter’s term is subtracted out.

𝑇=

𝑇𝑟
𝐽

Torsional shear stress.

𝐽 = (𝑂𝐷4 − 𝐼𝐷4 ) ∗ (

𝜋
)
32

Polar moment of inertia for hollow shaft.

Torque will be measured with two separate devices. Since torque is directly related to current in
a DC Motor, we will measure the current going into the motor turning the drill string using an
AcuAMP DC current sensor. After reading the current, that will be easily translated to Torque.
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The second torque measurement will be made using a Hall Sensor and a magnet. We will attach
a magnet to the rotating drill string and place a Hall Sensor in the side of the rig. As the drill string
rotates the sensor will pick up the magnetic field.

Figure 7: NK Technologies AcuAMP DC current sensor.

Figure 8: Hall Effect diagram.

Weight on Bit
Adequate weight on bit must be applied to drill efficiently. Without a weight on bit limit the
mechanical properties of 6061 T6 aluminum will govern the maximum weight. The weight on bit
causes a normal stress on the drill string where the bit is fixed. The normal stress on the drill
string due to the weight on bit is found using Equation 4 below.
This normal stress is used in conjunction with the torsional shear stress to find the principal
stresses. To determine if the Von Mises stress we will use Equation 5, listed below, to determine
stress failure of 6061 T6 aluminum. This equation will allow us to select a WOB below the failure
threshold for 6061 T6 aluminum.
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𝜎𝑍 =

𝐹
𝜋 ∗ (𝑅 2 − 𝑟 2 )

Normal stress on drill string.

𝜎=

√((𝜎1 − 𝜎2)2 + (𝜎1 − 𝜎3)2 + (𝜎2 − 𝜎3)2 )
2
Von Mises failure criterion.

To measure the Weight on bit will use an S Beam Load Cell made by Futek. This load cell will be
connected at the top of the rig and will be attached between the travelling block and the cable
hoisting it. When the bit touches rock, the difference between the original load cell reading and
the load cell reading when the bit touches rock, will be the weight on bit. LC101 S-Beam Load
Cell, LC702 High Capacity Tension Link load cell.

Figure 9: Futek S-Beam load cell.

Drill Pipe Rotation
Drill pipe rotation will be measured using an optical sensor. This sensor will be mounted to the
side of the rig and will measure the rotation of the drill string. Listed below in Figure 10 is the
chosen Monarch Optical Sensor.
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Figure 10: Monarch optical sensor.

Rate of Penetration
Rate of Penetration (ROP) will be measured by calculating how many times our stepper motor
has rotated divided that by the elapsed time. Since we know the cross-sectional area of our bit,
the ROP can easily be calculated. For additional accuracy, we will also use a laser displacement
sensor. Listed below in Figure 11 is the displacement sensor we will use.

Figure 11: Telemecanique laser displacement sensor.

Flow Rate
To be prepared for any necessary flow rate, we chose to use a ½ HP portable transfer pump,
which can deliver flow rates as high as 40 GPM. The availability of higher flow rates than possibly
needed for this application prepares the system for future applications where a high flow rate
may needed. A challenge when using this type of pump is being able to accurately control the
flow rate. This type of pump operates at one preset flow rate, so only way to automate the flow
control when using this pump is to divert the necessary amount of flow away from the direction
of interested. The excess flow will be routed back into the tank. A flow meter will be placed in
line with the pipe that is going to the stand pipe, and an electronically actuated valve will be
placed in line with the pipe that will divert the fluid back into the mud tank. Flow rate adjustments
will be programmed into the control algorithm to mitigate drilling dysfunctions. The control
system will adjust the flow rate by semi-opening and closing the valve that is in line with the
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excess flow return. The adjustments will be gauged by the readings from the flow rate going to
the standpipe.

Valve

Fl ow from
mud tank

Flow Meter

Figure 12: Fluid flow control system.

Vibrations
Accurate vibration measurements are vital in effective drilling performance Vibrations will be
measured using the Sparkfun 9 Degrees of Freedom Stick. We chose this sensor because when
paired with a Bluetooth modem wireless tracking is possible. This is the best option because it
will help to reduce chatter in our measurements.

Figure 13: Sparkfun 9 DOF Stick.

Temperature
Downhole temperature may be ignored from measuring in this application. However
temperature of the rigs motors should be monitored. Temperature will be measured using a
22

thermocouples. We will use glass braid thermocouples to measure temperature of the three rig
motors. We will use an Omega Dual Element Thermocouple and an Adafruit Type-K
thermocouple.

Figure 14: Adafruit Type-K thermocouple.
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OPTIMIZING DRILLING EFFICIENCY
Drilling efficiency can be optimized by achieving the maximum rate of penetration (ROP) allowed
without causing damage to the rig equipment. Where the bit is efficient, and no dysfunction
exists, ROP can be increased by increasing WOB and RPM. The relationship between ROP and
WOB, and RPM, is proportionate. When drilling dysfunctions are encountered and ROP
decreases, WOB and RPM will not be proportionate, and increasing them can cause damage to
the drill bit and drill string. To ensure optimal drilling efficiency, drilling dysfunctions will be
controlled by properly managing ROP, RPM, vibrations, and flow rate. Mechanical Specific Energy
will also be monitored.

Mechanical Specific Energy
Mechanical Specific Energy proposed by Teale in 1965. MSE is a measure of the energy required
to drill a fixed volume of rock. It is defined as the ratio of rate of energy usage to the rate of
penetration. In a perfectly efficient system, MSE is equal to rock strength. MSE provides a
continuous measurement of drilling efficiency throughout the drilling process without any help
from the drilling crew. MSE changes as WOB, ROP, and bit rotational speed changes. If MSE is
high, drilling efficiency and ROP are low; if MSE is low, drilling efficiency and ROP are high; this
can be seen in Equation 6 below. MSE can be used to find what factors are limiting ROP so that
drilling procedures can be reengineered to maximize ROP. For the purpose of our drilling system,
a fast acting algorithm will be created that will monitor all controllable drilling parameters, such
as ROP, RPM, WOB, and Bit rotational speed, and based on MSE and the proportionality of WOB
and ROP, the system will take the necessary corrective action to maximize ROP. Mechanical
Specific Energy of our system will be calculated by using F. E. Dupriest’s MSE adjustment
definition:

Mechanical Specific Energy Equation.
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Figure 15: M/D Totco’s RigSense system MSE and ROP relation.

Drilling Dysfunctions
- Bit balling
Bit balling occurs when cuttings that are drilled build up on the surface of the bit; the
accumulation of these cuttings on the bit carries a portion of the WOB which is applied and
reduces the depth of indentation the bit’s cutters have on the formation. A result of bit balling is
a reduction in ROP, which decreases drilling efficiency. When bit balling is encountered, a driller
can make changes to RPM and the flow rate of drilling fluid. Increasing RPM will elevate the WOB
at which bit balling will occur. A driller can also increase the pump rate, which will improve the
cleaning of the bit’s cutting surface, which will in return increase the WOB and ROP at which bit
balling will occur. When bit balling is encountered, the driller, or computer in this case, will
recognize this from the parameter relationships and will take corrective action. To reduce bit
balling, reduce WOB below the point balling occurs, increase flow rate, and increase bit rotational
speed (IADC DP-5).
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- Bottomhole balling
Bottomhole balling occurs when the cuttings that have been drilled form a layer on the bottom
of the hole which forms a filter cake. This layer of cuttings is held down by differential pressure.
Bottomhole balling is seen in wells with a high hydrostatic head. Due to the pressure on the
cuttings, the layer of material develops a high resistance to shear, and therefore creates a low
response to WOB and a decrease in ROP. Due to the limit of parameters that the driller can
control, drilling hydraulics is the only tool that the driller has to deal with bottomhole balling.
The driller can maximize flow rate to improve the hydraulic impact on the layer of cuttings which
may result in small increases in ROP. Bottomhole balling should not be a problem that is
encountered in the rock that will be provided during Drillbotics TM, as the hydrostatic head and
differential pressure should not be high. If bottomhole balling is encountered the MSE response
will be extremely high, as though you have encountered a diamond formation (IADC DP-7).
Bottomhole balling is unlikely, but flow rate will be a parameter that will be adjusted to maximize
drilling efficiency, therefore in the process preventing, or correcting, bottomhole balling.

- Interfacial severity
Interfacial Severity occurs in formations that contains hard rock embedded within soft rock. As
the drill bit makes contact with the harder rock, the force along the bit is distributed to the bit
cutters causing the support structure of the cutters to break. There is no method to avoid
interfacial severity because it is a condition that is dependent on the formation, therefore the
drill should apply the maximum allowable WOB that will prolong the bit’s life until the next casing
point is reached. For the purpose of this competition, the two-foot depth of the rock sample, and
the safety factor that is implemented should decrease the possibility of bit damage from
Interfacial Severity, therefore this situation will be left out of the algorithm.

- Whirl (lateral vibrations)
Whirl vibration is the lateral movement of the drill string and bit from imbalances in the wellbore.
Whirl vibrations are the most destructive type of vibration encountered in the wellbore. Whirl
vibrations cause the BHA and drill string to flex, pressing the face of the bit side to side into the
formation. Due to the flex in the drill string, a sine wave is developed, which can be observed in
below in Figure 16. An animated view of the drill string downhole during whirl vibrations can also
be seen in Figure 16. Even when whirl vibrations are minimal, significant negative effects on the
bits indentation depth occurs which results in lower ROP. To manage whirl vibrations during
operations, the driller must adjust the RPM to a point at which the BHA does not resonate. The
driller can also increase the WOB which will increase the depth of indentation, which reduces the
tendency of the bit to move laterally. MSE can be used to diagnose whirl at the bit. If MSE declines
as WOB, whirl is being suppressed by increase indentation of the bit cutters. This reaction from
MSE is due to the bit using the extra energy, from increase WOB, more efficiently.
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Figure 16: BHA design waves.

- Stick slip (torsional vibrations)
As WOB is applied, it drives the bit into the formation, creating a large torque to be applied to
the drill string and at some point, the bit will be turning slower than the drive motor at the
surface. At some point, the bit may lose depth of indentation, and the torque stored in the drill
string causes the bit to accelerate in a counter clockwise direction, opposite to that of the drill
string at surface. This is referred to as unwinding. The force from the bottom of the drill string
unwinding in the counter clockwise direction, causes it to rewind in the clockwise direction. This
process continues to repeat itself which creates an oscillation of WOB and consequently ROP.
When torsional vibrations are encountered, the drilling system will be put under and increasing
amount of torque, which will eventually cause the bit to stop completely between clockwise and
counter clockwise rotations; this is known as stick slip. If full stick occurs, failure to the bit and
drill string may occur. Downhole vibration sensors will be installed to the BHA to monitor
oscillations in bit speed and a torque sensor will be installed at surface to monitor the oscillations
in torque at surface. A code will be written to the control algorithm that will establish operating
limits that minimize the occurrence of torsional oscillations. An animated view of stick-slip
occurring downhole can be observed in Figure 17.

- Bit bounce (axial vibrations)
In PDC bits, bit bounce is caused from the vertical motion of the drill string as it is winding and
unwinding due to stick slip. Bit bounce will be handled in the same fashion as stick slip. An
animated view of bit bounce occurring downhole can be observed in Figure 17 below.
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Figure 17: Types of vibrations.

Figure 18: WOB vs ROP Drilling dysfunctions effects.
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CONTROL SYSTEMS
Power will be supplied through our programmable logic devices and then through an H-Bridge to
step up those voltages to power the motors. The screen that will display our Graphic User
Interface will also be powered from the grid. In addition to displaying the data on a screen, our
data will be viewable on mobile devices using capabilities available in the LabView program. To
do this, and Intel Edison board will be linked to our main control board, which will then “talk”
with the Wi-Fi router.

Algorithms
A simple, yet effective control algorithm has been designed. This control algorithm will decide
how our rig “thinks” when encountering different situations. The drilling will begin by starting
the rotation of the drillstring and increasing it to a rotational speed such that the bottom-hole
assembly does not vibrate excessively. After that the drillstring will begin to lower until there is
a weight on the bit. Once this occurs, the rig will check to see if the weight-on-bit and the rate of
penetration are proportional. If not, there are several drilling dysfunctions that may be occurring.
If there are periodic torque oscillations, this means that stick slip is most likely occurring, so
weight-on-bit will be reduced and RPM will be increased to fix the dysfunction. If the rate of
penetration declines as weight on bit decreases bit balling is most likely occurring and flow rate
of our cutting fluid will be increased as well as RPM. If the rate of penetration is greater than the
proportionate weight on bit, whirl may be occurring. To fix this, weight on bit will be increased,
and RPM will be decreased. If the weight on bit and the rate of penetration are proportional to
each other, no drilling dysfunctions are occurring and weight on bit will continue to be increased
as long as it stays proportional to the rate of penetration. If the torque being applied to the
drillstring is ever greater than the allowed torque as determined by the FEA, the drillstring will
be raised slightly and then drilling will resume again. Finally, once the bit depth has reached more
than 2 feet, drilling is complete and the loop is finished. This loop will run very quickly at least 10
Hz, so that its response to any drilling dysfunctions can be corrected quickly and efficiently. All of
this will be achieved through the use of all of the sensors constantly running and acquiring data.
Many of our optimized values for weight on bit and RPM will be determined in the testing phase
of the rig once construction is complete.
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Figure 19: Control system block diagram.

Visual Interface
All programming will be done using the Arduino interface. Arduino was chosen for its simplicity
and versatility to handle all required rig functions. Our programmable logic device will have
several pulse width modulation ports, meaning we can vary the voltage flowing into our motors.
This will be essential to optimizing the operation of our drill string and the pump that circulates
fluid. Our various sensors will also be connected to the programmable logic device. These sensors
will then be interfaced with a LabView program. LabView is user-friendly and easy to read, which
an important aspect to DSATS rubric is. Our program will also save and log all our data for future
use and reference. The program will be designed to run at an extremely fast rate, so that as soon
as a reading is taken from each sensor, a change can be instantaneously made if necessary to
optimize drilling. In addition to those two programs, a MATLAB program is in development to
discover the values of our variables that will optimize drilling.
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Alarm Systems
In order to ensure safe operations our team will install an alarm systems on all major
components. Alarms will be used to monitor abnormalities including: motor overloading, pump
failure, circulation failure, sensor failure, excessive vibrations, excessive torque, max weight on
bit and spark in MSE. This system will give a visual indication to the operators and the decision to
continue drilling operations or manually stop to prevent further harm to the rig and equipment.
We will use a Baomain industrial warning light as our visual indicator.

Figure 20: Baomain Industrial Warning Light.

Manual Control
Though the competition is to create an autonomous rig, certain attributes should be considered
for upscaling. Manual override controls are necessary in the industry, therefore we will install a
manual control panel as a redundant system. This manual control will be used in a situation
where autonomous control will need to be temporarily over powered. We will use a Dore selector
switch to change between the two modes of operation.

Figure 21: Dore selector switch.
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Emergency Shut Down
Alarm systems are designed to notify the operator of abnormal reading, but in the instance of an
undesirable event an emergency stop action will be needed. An easily accessible, single action
emergency shut down button will be installed at both the area of drilling and operation. This will
be engaged should excessive unsafe activity occur. When engaged this will immediately stop all
drilling operations and remove power to all equipment. We will use Uxcell push button
emergency stops for this action.

Figure 22: Uxcell push button Emergency stop.
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TESTING PHASE
During the Testing Phase, we will perform drilling tests with erratic Weights on Bit and
Revolutions per Minute parameters with our own “unknown” formation samples. To ensure that
our rig will be able to cooperate with possible vibrations and varying weights, it is safe to consider
testing our system with exceeding and exaggerated parameters so that we may be familiar with
the limitations of our rig system. Coding and calibrations will be adjusted during this Testing
Phase. Since the vibration of our rig depends on its size and weight, all calibration will be made
based on testing. Any chatter that is occurring in our data will be accounted for and calibrated
based on the Testing Phase.

Systems Calibration
The calibration of our sensors and other monitoring systems will be completed during the Testing
Phase of our project. To ensure that these devices are accurate, we will introduce the uncalibrated devices to the exact conditions and circumstances as other calibrated devices and then
compare results between the two. If results differ, the dysfunctional devises will be replaced with
new ones and the whole calibration process will be repeated. It is important to be confident that
all sensors and monitoring devices are precise and accurate in measurements in order to be able
to operate our rig system at its utmost ability. Without accurate monitoring devices, we would
never be able to accurately estimate the full potential of the systems mechanics and operations.

Rock Samples
In order to ensure the operations and mechanics of our rig and control systems are fully
functional, we intend to create “unknown” formation samples of our own in an attempt to
maximize the drilling efficiency of our rig. Our “unknown” formation samples will contain
numerous layers of different dip angles, compaction zones and rock elements. These samples will
also vary in material strength, porosity, permeability, and other rock characteristics. We will
make numerous “unknown” samples in an attempt to encounter a sample that will be similar to
the unknown competition sample provided by DSATS. We are hoping that this procedure will
enable the rig to be programmed to react to different rock properties in real time and allow us
to determine optimum drilling parameters. The point of this process is to decrease the rigs time
to process the peak control algorithm. In the end, the intended Testing Phase will provide us with
the confidence and expectations that we are able to drill through any unknown sample provided.

Drill String
Multiple strings of aluminum drill pipe will be acquired and tested throughout the Testing
Phase. We will put the drill pipe through rigorous lab testing to figure out the failure points from
buckling and torsion by applying weight and torque on the drill pipe until it fails. This will tells us
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exactly when the drill pipe will fail. From these tests we will establish a safety margin which will
allow us to operate under maximum drilling parameters without failure.
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COST ESTIMATES
Careful management of available resources is a key to every engineering project. The Table
below shows estimates of material and equipment costs needed to build our automated rig. The
goal between design and price requires knowledge of those special conditions (House of Quality)
pertaining to the well and comparison of available products.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Item Description
Unit Price Quantity
Steel material
$1,500.00
1
Machining & fabrication (per hour)
$120.00
4
Welding
$50.00
8
Drawwork cable 30ft
$10.00
1
Electrical cable and wiring kit
$75.00
1
Plexiglas
$80.00
1
NK Technologies AcuAMP DC current sensor $134.00
1
FUTEK S-beam load cell
$368.00
1
Monarch optical sensor
$148.00
1
Ball bearing bushing
$6.00
3
Telemecanique laser displacement sensor
$67.00
1
Sparkfun 9DOF sensor stick
$15.00
1
Adafruit type-K thermocouple
$11.00
1
Intel Edison w/ Arduino breakout kit
$98.00
1
NI DAQ with Labview software
$308.00
1
NI 9218 data input module
$1,069.00
1
BH series AC gear motor
$371.00
1
Brother 3-phase AC gear motor
$508.00
1
Non-Submersible 1/2 HP fluid pump
$202.00
1
Badger RCDL nutating disc flow meter
$59.00
1
Bottomhole assembly
$60.00
1
55 gallon tank
$49.00
1
Hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC)
$39.00
1
Wifi router
$40.00
1
PlastoMatic angle cut flow valve
$142.00
1
Hall effect sensor kit
$5.00
1
Fluid flow pipe
$19.00
1
Hardware
$18.00
1
Hand tools
$40.00
1
Fluid catch pan
$180.00
1
Cutting filter screens
$30.00
1
Testing sample equipment
$36.00
1
Dore selector switch
$35.00
1
Baomain industrial warning light
$11.00
1
Uxcell push button Emergency stop
$8.00
2
Subtotal
Contingency
Less material donation
Grand Total

Total
$1,500.00
$480.00
$400.00
$10.00
$75.00
$80.00
$134.00
$368.00
$148.00
$18.00
$67.00
$15.00
$11.00
$98.00
$308.00
$1,069.00
$371.00
$508.00
$202.00
$59.00
$60.00
$49.00
$39.00
$40.00
$142.00
$5.00
$19.00
$18.00
$40.00
$180.00
$30.00
$36.00
$35.00
$11.00
$16.00
$6,641.00
12%
$1,900.00
$5,537.92

Table 2: Cost estimates.
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NOMENCLATURE
AC: Alternating Current
AV: Annular Velocity, ft/min
BHA: Bottom Hole Assemble
CCI: Cutting Carrying Index
D: Bit Diameter, inches
DC: Direct Current
Dh: Hole Diameter, inches
Di: Inner Diameter, inches
Do: Outer Diameter, inches
Dp: Pipe Diameter, inches
Ef: Friction Loss, psi
Em: Mechanical Efficiency, ratio
F: force, lbf
f: Friction Coefficient
g: gravity, ft/s2
GPM: Gallons Per Minute
h: height, in
HP: Horse Power, ft-lb/min
I: moment of inertia, in4
J: Polar Moment of Inertia
JSA: Job Safety Analysis
K: Low Shear Rate Viscosity, cp
k: permeability, md
L: length, in
MSE: Mech. Specific Energy, Kpsi
MW: Mud Weight, ppg
𝛉600
n: coefficient = 3.321log(𝛉300 )

Nb: Bit Rotational Speed, rpm
NRe=Reynolds number
OD: Outside Diameter, inches
P: Pressure, psi
P: Static Pressure of Fluid at Cross Section,
psi
PDC: Polycrystalline Diamond Compact Bits
PPE: Personal Protective Equipment
PV: Plastic Viscosity, cp
Q: circulation rate, ft3/min
Q: Flow Rate, gal/min
r: Radius Drill Pipe, inches
ri: Inner Radius Drill Pipe, inches
ro: Outer Radius Drill Pipe, inches
ROP: Rate of Penetration, ft/hr
RPM: Revolutions Per Minute
T: Rotational Torque, ft-lb
V: velocity, ft/s
W: flow velocity of liquid
WOB: Weight on Bit, lbs
YP: Yield Point, lb/100sqft
θ300: viscometer at 300 RPM
θ600: viscometer at 600 RPM
μ: viscosity, cp
ρf: density of drilling fluid, lb/gal
σ: tensile strength, psi
τ: Torsional Shear Stress
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APPENDIX

Figure 23: Front view of rig design.

Figure 24: Top view of rig design.
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